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When users complain of poor wireless coverage, the standard first move is always to
survey the area where the complaint is. Why is this and can we do it in a better way?
Wireless Coverage is not static
The main reason Full Control Networks begins most wireless work
performing a survey is to build a picture of the coverage in real time.
Wireless coverage does change over time and there are many
reasons for this.
Firstly, the space in which the Access Points are located can change.
Meeting rooms come and go. The location of people (big bags of
water to wireless) move about the space. And in factory
environments similar games of layouts and stock levels are never
static. If you are looking into a real time issue, you need to make sure
you have real time statistics.
Secondly, even if you had your wireless planned properly, the technology and people change
the settings when they detect or experience things they don’t like:
•
•

More APs get added in locations where people complain
Or, one or more APs in the problem area get turned to maximum power
o Which changes the SNR ratio, which the controllers use to balance the power and
channel settings
o Which the controllers can adjust every day if you have everything on auto

There can be a circle of doom with the above situations, where your attempts to fix one area
causes a cascade effect on the surrounding wireless, changing the settings on more APs than
you bargained on.
Thirdly, your wireless responds to things you can’t see. Unless you have all your settings fixed,
your wireless network will respond to other wireless networks (yours or someone else’s) by
playing with the channel and power settings, whether you know it or not. Examples of such
hidden devices affecting your wireless can be the introduction of smart devices such as smart
screens, printers, door entry systems - all of which have wifi turned on, hence your wifi will
respond to their presence, even if you didn’t want it to happen.
A forth, reason is also not obvious to the users. Many of the new wireless standards require both
the wireless network and the end user devices to support them before they come live. So, the
introduction of a new end user device might pick up on a setting that’s been in your wireless for
months but yet to make any difference. This won’t change the coverage pattern but can
change the way that device behaves, which tends to raise questions about the coverage!
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Options
1. Survey the whole area – this has been the default solution for a number of years and for
good reason. It provides a complete picture of not only the area that you have issues
with but also the surrounding areas, which might have experienced the knock-on effects
of the controllers changing more settings than you originally thought.
AirMagnet Survey Pro – now free of interface restrictions and Wi-Fi6 enabled

2. Survey the problem area only – not previously an option, but a new range of wifi
troubleshooting tools from NetAlly now have a specific feature for this short form survey.
NetAlly Etherscope nXG - Quicker to carry out and all in one handheld unit
NetAlly AirCheck G2 – Wireless troubleshooter in a handheld unit

3. Get Full Control Networks to do it for you – we can do both the above and more if
required (Spectrum surveys, Performance measurements, Packet Captures etc) but just
as importantly we will tell you what all the data means and what your next moves should
be.
Full Control Networks Professional Services
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